
ABSTRACT
The bridge admittance is a commonly used acoustic characterization of bowed 
string instrument bodies. While most studies focus on its frequency response, we 
analyze it in conjunction with the feedback loop created during the vibration of the 
string using numerical simulation. A measured admittance can be approximated in 
a compact form as a group of second-order resonant filters. These filters can then 
be incorporated into the numerical model of the bow-string interaction and of the 
string vibration in order to investigate how different violin bodies behave when they 
interact with the stick-slip motion coming from the string. As a case study we used 
bridge driving-point admittance measurements of 9 violins, which had previously 
been rated on ease of playing and dynamic range by experienced musicians during 
a perceptual test. Digital simulation allowed the collection of hundreds of hours 
worth of playback, from which we derived playability-related metrics, such as the 
empirical limits of the Schelleng diagram. The metrics were found to mostly differ 
in the minimum bow force, which was also shown to be in agreement with 
previously published theoretical limits that take the bridge admittance into 
account. Preliminary results from comparing different metrics to violinists’ 
evaluations indicated a possible link between the simulated minimum bow force 
and ease of playing ratings.

COMMENTS
In the first paragraph: Make it clearer that we are running numerical simulations 
with measured admittances. State the objectives.
Regime detection: Mention how we sweep the space to construct the Schelleng 
diagrams.
In the plots: Mention results and expectations (e.g. the maximum bow force 
doesn't change much). Add colorbars.
Add a more explicit results/conclusions/outlook section. Mention more details 
about Charis' work (why did the musicians not agree?)
Add references (Woodhouse, Mansour, ...)
Add a small diagram

Exploring Simulation-Based Playability
Metrics of 9 Perceptually Evaluated Violins
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Perceptual ratings

In a former study that used the same violins [6], 
professional musicians were asked to rate them 
based on various attributes. The figure on the left 
shows their results (mean and 95% confidence 
interval are displayed).

It should be noted that, in [6], agreement amongst 
different musicians was found quite low, so these 
ratings should be taken with a word of caution. 
Moreover, differences in rating across the 
instruments are not very significant, which 
suggests there is not enough variability in the set.

The Richness and Dynamic range attributes were 
found significantly correlated with overall 
Preference (not pictured).

In [4], we obtained some playability metrics via numerical simulation using 
a bowed string physical model [2]. We now present an improved regime 
detection method, and we study different violin models each constructed 
from a measurement of their bridge driving-point admittance [1]. The 
playability metrics, obtained from simulations corresponding to hundreds of 
hours of stationary bowing excitation (sweeps of bow force, bow-bridge 
distance, and bow velocity), are explored together with perceptual ratings 
by professional musicians in an earlier study [6].

Regime detection
The regime detection method collects changes in the stick/slip state 
variable of the model (all bow hair nodes slipping for "slip"), and builds 
a histogram of the time interval between changes from a stick to a 
slip state. The state variable is filtered using hysteresis first. The 
inverse of the interval gives the fundamental frequency, which is 
matched against the expected pitch. As pictured on the left, this is 
sufficient to detect the current regime. More details are given in [5].

The figure on the right shows one of the "empirical" Schelleng 
diagrams [7] for each one of the violins. Each pixel corresponds to a 4 
second long simulation with static bowing conditions, from which the 
regime is estimated. The diagrams are repeated with different bow 
velocities to obtain a 3D Schelleng diagram, and then descriptors are 
extracted to get the figures below.

The Schelleng diagrams use the following color code:
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Maximum bow force (N)

As expected, there is not much variation in the maximum 
bow force across different violin models. Analytical studies 
with simplified models have shown that it does not directly 
depend on the admittance.

The orange pixels in the lower right and top left corners 
correspond to configurations where the maximum bow 
force was not achieved within the simulated range.

Violins are always ordered by the overall preference rating 
given by musicians, from most preferred (upper left corner) 
to least preferred (lower right corner).

Minimum bow force (N)

Most of the variation is in the minimum bow force. 
This is in accordance as well with former analytical 
studies, as they suggest a direct dependence on
the admittance at the played fundamental frequency 
and its harmonics [3].

All simulations were run on an open G string (196 Hz); 
the diagram would change at a different pitch.

The yellow pixels in the lower right corner correspond 
to configurations where the minimum bow force was 
not achieved within the simulated range.

Opening of the Helmholtz band

The opening of the Helmholtz band is estimated 
as the slope of the dynamic range (see below) across 
different relative bow-bridge distances (β). It is related 
to the angle between linear fits of the minimum and 
maximum bow forces (in log-log space).

Although the original model by Schelleng predicted this 
to be a constant, we see variability across different 
bow velocities and across different violins. However, it 
should be noted that the sample size for the linear fit is 
quite small.

Dynamic range of the Helmholtz band

The dynamic range of the Helmholtz band is the 
distance between the maximum and minimum 
bow forces, expressed in decibels above the 
minimum bow force. This respects the 
logarithmic spacing in the Schelleng diagram.

This would intuitively map to the perceptual 
Dynamic range, although the latter is probably 
influenced by the radiation characteristics as 
well. However, we could not find an obvious link 
from qualitative comparisons (see below).
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Outlook

We hypothesized that:

● All metrics correlate with Ease of playing
in some way.

● The Helmholtz band dynamic range 
correlates with both Dynamic range and 
Richness (the possibility to create many 
timbral nuances, closely related to how loud 
and how quiet a violin can be played).

However, when comparing them with our 
descriptors, results were mostly inconclusive. 
We obseved some correspondence between 
the Easy to play ratings and the Minimum bow 
force descriptors.
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